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Mariah Whitfield(12-7-90)
 
My name is Annie Whitfield and I enjoy writing poems. They made me feel like
i'm in my on  the reason I started writing poem is because my bestfriend pushed
after she died in 06 I kept writing because I feel like that's what she would of
wanted me to do.
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Man Up
 
when we tell guys your pregnet
some gets scared and trys to run away
leaving us abondon and afraid
with nothing but hope and prayer
to lead the way
its gets hard sometimes with the growing pains
babies beating on our walls
and all we can feel is pain
oh it hurts and drives us insane
but we know we got to manetane
and stay ahead of our game
because everyone deserve life
and thats know duout in my mind
because do time everyone will see christ
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Never Say Good-Bye
 
I sat over you grieving
until you fell alseep
when you closed your eyes
I saw it in your breath
and that was because of me
so I sat down in front of you
think why is this happen
because we both know
you would never harm me
I'm sorry for hurting you
cause your my everything
my mother just don't
understand our love
like the rest of the world
i'm puzzled and tired
of people judging you
and trying to figure you out
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Realizing Life
 
death is a calling
thats surrounds us everyday
and must people get scared
and trys to run away
you can run
you can't hide
death will find you
and thats know surprise
it's ment for everyone to die
and live in the sky
thats gods way of saying
come on in to my kingdom
and live up high
knowing I did wrong
god for gave me and said welcome home
I felt greatful and bless
lord knows that will
put me under alot of stress
but I just wish for me best
thanks lord you or the best
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Something New
 
waking up in your world
a place I never been
wondering why it took so long
in a place I never been
it feels good
it feels great
to know that i'm here with you
in this special place
my heart is running a tight race
because i'm fighting off so much more
they I can't take
i'm ready to do the same
nomore cheating
nomore lies
nomore games
I did them all thats why
i'm looking for a change
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Sorrow
 
sorrow can leave you spending in a frame
with so much gulit and pain
sorrow was  taken as a game
but it's so much more than and emotion
it's a pain
love brings sorrow in the game
it's like a pain calling your name
sometimes that come and never goes away
sorrow is based on a fear
sorrow is a secret you hold near
sorrow can hurt based on if it's a fear
but thats basically why sorrow found you here
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